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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The problem of Plateau, whieh derives its 

name from the soap film experiments of Plateau, 

is, roughly speaking, that of finding the surface 

of least area hounded by a given contour* 

The mathematical history of the problem falls 

into two stages! 1) the explicit determination 

of the solution for the case of very simple contours 

and 2} the proof of general existence theorems* 

Under 1) the names of Biemaim, Weierstrass, and 

Sehwars are outstanding! Schwarz1 determination of 

the minimal surface thru the quadrilateral formed 

by four edges of a tetrahedron is. probably the 

best known*, 

. It is only In very recent times that progress 

has been made with general existence theorems, the 

first really comprehensive results being those of 

Douglas, Bade, and Courant* Douglas1 classic paper 

[l 1 is Indubitably one of the finest mathematical 

articles ever penned, judging both from content 

and readability* 

In the ensuing write-up Couranfc* 3 methodC as found 

In Oourant [1]) Is followed sindo It lends itself to 

generalisations with less added complications than 

the method of Douglas 
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The recent literature on the subject Is extensive* 

Complete references will be found In the various papers 

listed in the bibliography. 

Chapters 2P 3* and 5 treat of matters essential 

to the solution of the problem which might have been 

assumed at the start* They have been included for 

the sake of completeness and because much of it was 

new to me* 

Chapters 9 and 10 are bald sketches with no proofs 

in particular the contents of the last chapter could 

bear considerable amplification* but the hourglass 

is not the widow’s cruse* 
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Chapter 2 

Minimal Surfaces 

2.0 Vectors, The treatment of curves and surfaces in 

space is far sore perspicuous and the formulae are 

easier to grasp when use is made of the vector concept 

and notation. 

For the moment we shall work in 3 dimensions, with 

3* 
vectors X, 'Y; ' ’' whose components 

are A,XxX3; y,, V3 ; ••• . 

We need the following rules: 

Dot oroduet y(ey x (Xvy) — *.+-><3 • 

Cross product X x ^ is the vector with components 

/a.y? - *3/0., ^3'// p • 

. A ' . 

Triple product ^.(yx -g) = (Xxy)> 2 ■= y x X) 

= (&y2) = X ^ xv 

(2.0.1) 

YJ y*. >3 

Identity of Lagrange 

[x'xyO = (xxO(yy') - (xyWy) (g#o;2) 
Double Gross Product 

(Xxy)^<e= /xi)|- (|DA (s.o.3) 

2.1 Space Curves. We recall without probf a few useful 

facts about space curves. Let Cn denote the class of 

functions (vector or scalar) vdth continuous derivatives 

thru the nth order. The curve ^ is defined by 

r* ft* *($) € C11 real (2.1.1) 

S = arc length on f1. 
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Then X ^ I , If v«e omit straight lines 

^ and are linearly independent, i.e., X
1 X11 =}= D > 

if x is a fixed point on ) the equation of the 

tangent plane is 

/ 
(J - *, X y ')=D (2.1.2) 

w 
The three base vectors of the moving trihedral 

are* 

Unit tangent vector =• x' 

Unit orlncifial normal 

(normal in tangent plane) 

Unit blnormal 

Curvature 

X 
// 

W (2.1.S) 

First Frenet formula d 
d -S (o 

H 
The circle having a triple intersection with 1 

at X lies in the tangent plane and is of radius 

For the concept of torsion and the other two 

Frenet formulae we need functions of class C 
111
   

but these are unnecessary for our purpose. 

2.2 Surfaces A surface is a vector function of two 

parameters* 

3* X - XYUp V) 

We shall consider only surfaces of class C 

we assume 

x O 

i.e., S is regular. 

For the length of arc, a, on S vie have the well- 

(2.1.4) 

(2.1.5) 

// 

(2.2.1) 

iilsO 

V*£* d* d} 

known first fundamental form 



ol x*'* (Xu2Fdudv-h G dv^ (2.2.3) 

where 

F= AV , F= XWX^ y 6- * (2.2.4) 

The vector Xu X^ 

unit normal is 

XMx * v 

is normal to S and the 

Xu •*"c' X\/ 
W 

(2.2.5) 

where by 2.0.2 

W""= Lx*^%v?= BG-F^o (2.2.6) 

The second fundamental form is defined by 

— dX* d $ = L duC~ +■ Z^\ 6u.dv +■ M d w1- (2.2.7) 

L = -x-uK ) + ) ^ = -KK 

How ^ XK. = O Differentiating we obtain 

— ^u. XK - ^ Xu«. , Thus by 2.2.5 

^ _. 'g ^ _ Xq«. C^H-^ 

w 
Similarly for M and H: 

L - -X*^ 

/V\ •= — i ~ w 

l^un *« *v) 

W 
L&IKV Xu. %</) 

w 

■\ 

(2.2.8) 

N = 
W J 

The significance of the second form may be seen as 

follows. Along any C " curve ^ on S we have ^ gj~ ■= C>, 

Differentiating with respect to s find using 2.1.5, 2.1.5 
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•** 

where £ is the unit principal normal of I at X . 

Noting 2,1.2 y/e see that all eurves 1 with the same 

tangent plane at X have the same curvature '/f0 . 

Hence we consider only the plane sections of S. If (p 

is the angle the plane of section makes with £ : 

c_2i± = JE. (8.8.9) 

r x 

where the Roman numerals denote the fundamental forms. 

The right hand member of this equation depends only on 

the direction of the section, i.e, trie tangent line to 

P . Thus we have the theorem of Meusnier: the circles 

of curvature of all plane sections of 8 thru the same 

line element of S lie on a sphere with center on the 

normal to 8, of radius R given by 

= JE 

R r 
(2.2.10) 

Thus the normal sections have the largest radii of 

curvature. 

In the obvious fashion it may be shown that the 

infinitesimal section of S perpendicular to ^ is 

similar to a conic 

i _ cos*'!;* 

W ~ ~RT~ 
+
 (2.2.11) 

]/\^T 
the indicatrix of Dupin. 

I j_ 

R, ' R 
are called the orinciole 

curvatures of S. If they' are both of the same sign the 

indicatrix is an ellipse as shown. 
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From 2.2.10, since I >0, this occurs if LN-M >0, 

and S is said to be elliptical!/ warped at this point. 

1. ■>- 
Similarly* LH-M = 0 is parabolicj L$-M. < 0 is hyperbolic. 

Thus a knowledge of the principal curvatures at a point 

complete!/ characterises the curvature at that point. 

We can find Rt and in terns of the coefficients of X 

and IX as follows* -X- . ~=r are the values for which 
P| ' &■>- 

equation 2.2.10, 

(EL-Ejdu^-f- 2(RM-F)dudv ■+■ (iffi-G)dv°~=: 0 

has double roots dusdv. So R( , R ^ are the roots of 

(EG-F'1')-^.- (EH-2B1 -t-GL)^- -b (LN-M ^ ) = 0. 
f? K 

uw-n _ 
W 

= K \ (2.2.12) 

t 

I?) Ri 

g/V-PPM-)- &L _ 

W J 

K is the Gaussian curvatui’e. H the mean curvature of S. 

£.5 Minimal Surfaces. Definition: A minimal surface 

S is a regular surface of class C ^for which H = 0. 

The important aspeet.in connection with the problem 

of Plateau is that S is then much more than  it is 

analytic and of a very special character. We will first 

consider the local properties of S. Picking the co¬ 

ordinates properly we may take in a suitable neighborhood 

of any point P on S: 

0 -X i » v = x i * fX3 = X, (X, ,Xx). (2.S.1) 

Let T> ~ 
OX3 

^X, 

'r ~ ~ilh 5 — 

•v 
D Xj 

_ *0X3 

%■ ~ 

± = (2.3.2) 
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Then 

E = |+pV F -=pq 

W — ]/)+- Qp 
L = r M = s »«t 

%- 

G = \*£ 

V/ -> - W j ^3~ w 

(2.3.3) 
r 

j 

where £■> X , 1 ; K j ““ 3 
are the components of £ » 

The condition H=0 becomes the p.d.e. 

(n-4x)v- + ({±^) t = & (8..3.4) 

Theorem 2.3.1 (Schwars) A regular 0 
11

 surf sice S is 

minimal if and only if ^ x d ^ js an exact 

(vector) differential. 

Proof? it is sufficient to prove this locally and for 

one particular parameterization of S—-namely 2.3.1. We 

Then 

d for the components of d/K # • 

XJ**- - ^3dX’- — _ 1 I 

w 

2l3dx, - - ^-i dx3 
■= "A'dx, +- 

W 
H 
W < 

I, dx.- - X^dx, — 
£*■- 

jv 
w 

dX. 

a 
2-(. l 

£
l>

 
1 7> 

7>X\ 
~ — ji 

X f 
T>XvV ■w)~ 

1> 
1>X\ *

1
?

 

n — 4- . 

V3 

(2.5.5) 

1> 
'"dX ; (<w)" ( v) 

T 

"S T 

where 

Consulting 2.3.4 we have the result. . e*c). 
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From this we can easily establish the existence of 

local isothermic parameters on S i.e., parameters for 

?/hich E-G ~ F-0. The precise statement is 

Theorem 2.3.2 If S is a regular minimal surface. Sp a 

sufficiently small simply-connected neighborhood of an 

interior point of 8, then Sa can be mapped on a plane 

region 1-1 conformally .- 

Proof} This result is true of course for any 

surface and then some, but the proof for minimal surfaces 

is much simpler. 

We take the representation £.3.1, £9 being a region 

of S over a circle D„ of the x -x plane. Then the 

expressions in 2.3.5 are exact differentials} 

_ li dx, — N-£ T. 
- -= ■- d cot 

W W 
H-T ] 

L 
- dx. ■+■ li dXx - of LO^ 

v\/ 1 V 

4 
w dx> - ? 

w d x3 = d dh3 

i * 1 

variables} 

3 being uniform in D0 

U=X, , VrrfiSOj (x, ,XV) . 

3/ 

Take, for new 

n>x. W 
< 0 

So corresponds homeomorphically to a region liF» of 

the u-v plane. Then 

dx( ~ 

dX.^ - 

d<3 = 

du. 

- _Li— du. - 

_JL- da - 

^ dv (2.3.8) 
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2>X, 

'DU. 

'DV 

So 

= 0 

DX2 _ ? . _ 
'DU. ~ T>H l+p 

DX w '~C>^'3 _ %MS 

D>\J l+l2- 
?)V 

(2.5.7) 

or 

* >rl'_ ^ . 
#U. - *V ~ 

^U‘ *V = 0 

£-G=F = 0 and the parameters u,v are isothermic. 

The fact that ii = x, amounts to the theorem of Riemann 

and Beltrami: the sections of a minimal surface by a 

family.of parallel planes constitute an isothermic family. 

Theorem 2.5.5 A regular surface 3: X— X(H;V) 

of class G
11

 in isothermic representation iES a minimal 

surface if and only if 2X is a harmonic vector. That 

is, the three components of X are harmonic functions 

of- the isothermic parameters. 

proof; % 2.E.5 * 

(tfudiU-Xydv) 

w 
Using 2.0.3 

> I (gxv- F^u)du-f- (FXy- &Xu)tJv; 
^ *' w 

and since E-G =F-0 

(2.3.8) 

From Theorem 2.5.1, 3 is minimal if and only if 

/\ X — 0 c.evd.. 
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Our previous definition of a minimal surface is 

good only for W ^ 0 —i.e. regular surfaces. As a 

more general definition we take A minimal surface 8 

is a surface which can be represented in the small by 

Xtf- fK fr'alykc W=Ui-i-V 

(e-6)-3iF- jm\w) =£> 
k=i 

The condition for regularity is 

^ I t ^ ) 

The functions = XKi( - ^XKy = (w) 

are analytic and we have 

Theorem £.3,4 (Monge) Any regular minimal surface 

may be represented in the small by 

(2.3.11) 

with {J)^ analytic in some region D of the w-plane with 

2 J 2Jf ° in D, 

and conversely. 

It may be shown that every such triple fa 

satisfying the regularity condition ^ l fa I ^ D “W 

be put in the form 

= #’■ 

& = >?") 

4>3 = 2$$ 

(2.3.12) 

| (2.3.9) 

(2.3.10) 
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$T. tp being locally uniform holoaorphic functions , 

of W with no common aeros. To obtain this uniformity 

the regularity condition is essential, as is readily 

demonstrated by the example (fa - 3v/, Si'f/j lj>3- ^ 

in the neighborhood of v; - 0. 

If the regularity condition ia not satisfied at 

a point wp , then XKU. = for all K. If 

all partials of X thru the nth order, but not all of 

order n + l vanish, then this point of the surface is 

known as a branch point of order n. 

Let SI Xs X(w, v) , be defined over a 

parameter domain R bounded try a Jordan curve 0. Let 

V be ary Jordan curve in X -space. We sy S is a 

Minimal surface of the type of the circular disc spanning 

n 
1 if: 

P 
1 : The equation of S carries G into 1 topologically. 

2 : To every point (U 0 , V0 ) interior to C there 

exists a neighborhood 0 and a homeomorpMsm of U„: 

into D0 of the o<~/<3 

plane such that the components of X are harmonic 

functions of c< f p> in \J0 , and satisfy 

B - & - ■ F = O 

vihere   _ 

B - Xf F , 

A minimal surface in n-diaensional X -space 4? is 

defined by equations 2.5.9 with k running from 1 to n. 
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Ghaater 5 

Area of a Surface 

5.1 For the surface 

S: / = X (u,v) 

the classic area formula is 

A 

(u,v) £ R 

= jj (EG-F)^ dudv = j j Wdudv 
R R 

The questions "what i^> the area of a surface and under 

what conditions is it given by 5.1.2?" is a deep one 

indeed. We merely state one theorem in this connection 

(Riicio izl plS): 

Theorem 5.1.1 Let X be continuous in R: u*V 1. 

Let X (u, v) be an absolutely continuous function of u 

for almost all v, and an absolutely continuous function 

of v for almost all u. Then if the Diriehlet integral 

Ji (-Xn "b Xv ) dudv is finite, the area of the 
R 

surface is given by (3.1.2). 

3, £ Area and Minimal Surfaces. Suppose we displace 

the surface (3,1.1) along its normal by an amount 

n'(u,v) = £' ^(u,v) 

to obtain the surface 

/ = X 

What does this variation do to the area as given by 

5.1.2? Keeping 77 = 7^(u,v) fixed, A is a function 

of 6 . We can find its derivative at £ =• 0 as 

^ 1- A Xu = 

W= +n V 

(3.1.1) 

(0.1.2) 

follows: 
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Using 'S dX = 0 and 2, 2.8 

If = X^ = E-iiL -t- 0 (<? ^ ) 

T = Wu Xv — F-2nM 1- 0( 

G" = -= G-nN -t 0( s'-) 

Then fay 2.2.12 

¥ = (iG-f’' /’'= m(l-2nH-*-0( oZ*” 

W-nliW 4-0( £^) , 

Thus the first variation of A is 

dA 

d£ 0 ili HWdudv 
R 

The Euler equation for minimizing the integral is 

H = 0 

which makes S minimal. 

5.5 Minimal surfaces and least area surfaces are not 

identical—ef .Bade chaster III. It is possible 

for instance to have a space curve spanned by a minimal 

surface, but spanned by no surface of finite area. 

(see Douglas [1] pp. 520-321). In what follows we 

shall.emphasize the minimal surface problem rather than 

(3.2.1) 

the minimum area idea 
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. Chapter 4 

Statement of Problem 

4.1 There are various versions, modifications, and 

extensions of the "Problem of Plateau". For the case 

of one contour P the following is the classification 

for the minimal surface problem given by Rado 1 p 32. 

Problem?. Given in x. x. -space a Iordan curve 

I , determine a minimal surface of the type of the 

circular disk bounded by I . 

Problem ?„ Solve P^ under the supplementary condition 

that the solution admits of a representation St * 

X - X (u*v), Uv-|- Vv ^ 1, where the components 
of X are continuous in the closed circle, harmonic 
in the open circle, and satisfy there .the' conditions 

E-G = P=0* Furthermore u%- v1 is to be homeomornhie 

to P under - X (u,v). 

Problem P. Solve P under the supplementary 
0 4 

condition that the components of. admit a representations 

x j ( $ ^ - !pV ) :dw 

XJ.= & j^( £ V +• £ ^ ) dv 

& J* 2 df f dw 

where are holomorphic in (w l < 1. 

Problem Solve ?g with the additional condition 

that have no common.aeros in (w| < 1. 

Problem ?g Let the orthogonal projection of P 

on the X( zz^ -plane be a simply covered Jordan curve 

C bounding a 1’egion R. Solve ?j_ under the condition 

that the solution admits a representation Ss 
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x 3 = -f (x , ,x^ ), (x ( ,x^ ) & R, being single 

valued and continuous in R, analytic in the interior. 

4.2 Problem Pp may be extended to n dimensions 

defining a minimal surface by 

x v< ~ (w) ^ (v.) analytic in B 1 

Kr| J 

This is the formulation used in the classic papers of 

Douglas Cl] and Rado Cll . In each of these solutions 

it is also shown that the surface found presents a 

minimum area. 

4.3 Sticking now to the representation 4.2.1 the 

problem may be extended to the case of k oriented 

boundary curves P, ,PK , the region 3 having 

connectivity k—e.g. bounded by k oriented circles 

in the w-plane. 

Finally the most general form of the problem 

which seems to have been considered is that with k 

boundary curves and specified topological structure 

of S—i.e. orientability and genus (characteristic). 

This very general problem was formulated by Douglas 

[3] and treated by him in numerous papers, particularly 

the extensive paper Tsl , (containing complete references). 

This general problem was also solved along different 

lines by Courant, Cll , 01 • Chapters 6,7,8 contain 

-a detailed exposition of Courant*s method for orientable 

surfaces of genus aero. 

4.2.1) 
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All this leaves out the question of singularities 

in the surface general solutions to Pg, are unknown. 

There are further questions concerning the continuity 

of the dependence of S on l"1 , the existence of relative 

minima, and the question of stability when a contour 

can bound several different minimal surfaces of perhaps 

different topological types. Courant's method is 

applicable to relative minima-—cf. Shiffaan [£], 

and also to the problem where part or all of the boundaiy 

is free to move on a given surface e.g. Ritter w * . 

Courant [o]] contains an illuminating discussion of 

soap film experiments illustrating these various problems. 

Tixe next chapter contains the material on harmonic 

functions necessary in Courant*s method* 
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Chapter 5 

Harmonic Functions and the Dirlchlet Principle 

5.1 Basic facts. We assume the following well-knovoi 

elementary facts about harmonic functions. A harmonic 

(potential) function u(x,y) is any function with 

continuous^ second partials satisfying the Laplace 

equation 6. u = 0. This implies that u is an analytic 

function, the real part of an analytic function of 

the complex variable x + 1 y. This fact immediately 

leads to Poisson’s integrals if u(r,& ) is harmonic 

in the circle r<rR, and continuous on the boundary, 

then 

u(r,<5>) 
R- V'' 

*} (5.1.1) 

This relation is true for. .much more general boundary 

values than continuous, but continuity will serve our 

purpose here. From this it is trivial to solve the 

Dirichlet problem for the circle: 

Theorem 5.1.1 Let g($) be a continuous function of 

& f period 2 IT. There exists exactly one harmonic 

function u(r,£) defined in the circle r<R such that 

u(R,0)=g(6>) and this is given by either of the formulae: 

u(r,tf) — 

u(r,9 ) 
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where , b ^ are the Fourier coefficients of g(9 ). 

From 5.1.2 we get the average properties: 

u(G, 9)- u(0) I 

Zbr 

zrr 
U LR, $1 dj> 

u(0,9 ) = u(G) 

R 

uC*,#) belt'd f> 

(5.1.4) 

(5.1.5) 

which state that the value of a harmonic function at 

the center of a circle is the average of its values 

over the circumference or over the disc. 

As for analytic functions we have the principle 

of the.maximum and the Weierstiess convergence theorem. 

Theorem 5.1.2 Let u be harmonic in G and non-constant. 

Then at no interio'r point of G does u possess an extreme 

value. 

Theorem 5.1.5 Let G be an open set bounded by Jordan 

curves l . Let u ^ be a sequence of functions harmonic 

in G, continuous on ^ , and converging uniformly of\ F. 

Then the sequence u ^ converges uniformly in G to 

a harmonic function uj the derivatives of all orders 

converge uniformly in any closed subset of G. 

A useful extension of Theorem 5.1.2 is the following 

Theorem 5.1.4 Let G be any open set, boundary f. 

a- 
Let G* be ^closed set contained in G. if u is harmonic 

in vanishes at a fixed point Q, bounded by M, non- 

constant, then in G* u is bounded by qM where a <1 

depends on G, G* but not on u. 

Proof: If this were false, then we could find a 



sequence u,, < M such that at points of G* u ^ (P* ) ;> !-!•. 

As iri the Vital! theorem we can pick a subsequence 

converging to a function u, harmonic in Q> u ^ M, 

u(P)=M where P is a limit point of the P^ *a. This 

contradicts the assumption u ^ (Q)- 0, hence u(Q)—0, 

since by the principle of the maximum, u is a constant, q.e.d. 

Corresponding to the principle of reflection for 

analytic functions: 

Theorem 5.1.5 If a;harmonic function u, defined within 

a circle vanishes on an interval of the circumference, 

the functionmay be harmonically continued across this 

arc by assigning equal and opposite values at inverse 

points. 

Theorem 5.1,6 If a harmonic function u defined within 

a circle has a vanishing radial derivative on an arc 

of the circumference, the function may be harmonically 

continued across this arc by assigning equal values 

at inverse points. 

Another useful theorem is 

Theorem 5.1.7 If u is harmonic in a circle of radius r, 

bounded by M, then at the center the first partials 

are bounded by M/r. 

5.S The Dirichlet Problem In general the problem is 

to find a function harmonic in a given open set G 

and assuming prescribed boundary values. For general 

open domains G the meaning of a boundary value is far 

from simple. The following easily proved theorem will 

* meet our needs. 
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Theorem 5.2*1 Let G be the domain (finite on infinite) 

bounded by K non-overlapping circles C( , CK . 

Let gi (& ) be a continuous function of 9 (period 2T), 

i = 1, ...,K. There exists exactly one function u, 

harmonic in G, assuming the boundary values (£) on G^ , 

where on 9 is interpreted as the angle at center 

of C i . 

Proof; We note first that since a harmonic function 

remains harmonic when its domain of definition is 

subjected to a conformal or anti-conformal transformation, 

that by an inversion and Theorem 5.1.1 we can solve the 

problem-for an infinite domain vdtfa K=l. 

Also, due to additivity, it will suffice to prove 

the general case with g^ (/9)s0 for i>l. By a linear 

transformation we may take G interior to C, . The 

proof proceeds by induction-—we assume it true for 

K-l circles. 

Let f(<9) be any continuous function with period 

2TT. We solve the boundary value problem with He) 
on C , , zero on G; ,...,GK_) , no restrictions on CK , 

The values of this solution on CK are h( 9) and we 

have by Theorem 5.1.4 and Theorem 5.1.5 

|h( (?) | ^ q Max | 4 ( ?)) = #, q <1. 

How solve the exterior boundary-value problem for h (9) 

on CK , zero on CK_, , C, disregarded. This 

assumes values 'on G and again 

\^,(P)l 4 q ^ Max j h( 9 )j ^ qqVa=XM. K< 1. 
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Denote by F(f) the linear functional qy which f 

was obtained from f 

F(f) = f, 

|F(f)| ^ SM, S ~ max \ £ I , K 1. 

If lim f,, = f uniformly then lim F(f„ ) = F(f). 

Consider the function 

f(P)“g(P)+ P(g)^F{F(g)) + F(F{F(g)))-t .... 

By our bound on F this series converges uniformly. It 

is readily seen that this function f satisfies the equation 

f-F(f)= g. 

With this function f we solve the boundary, value 

problem? fon C( , zero on Cx ,.,C K_, , the solution 

being (j>, . Let <&_ be the solution of the exterior 

problem: ^>( on CK , zero on GK_I , Then 

the solution to our problem, obviously,is if>t — = u.# q.e.d. 

The generalisation of this theorem to Jordan curves 

rather than circles is true as will be evident when a 

general mapping theorem appears as a corollaxy to the 

solution of Plateau’s Problem. It may also be proven 

'py the above "alternating process" U3ing only the simple 

Biemann Theorem concerning the conformal map of a 

simply connected schlieht domain. Or it may be proven 

using only the simple Poisson integral and the Oniformfsation . 

Theorem of Poincare and Koebe by constructing an 

* That the solution is unique follows immediately from 
the principle of the maximum. 
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autcxaorphie map of the universal covering surface  

this may be found in the rarified atmosphere of ^evanlinna’s 

masterpiece in the "yellow peril" series. Another very- 

general method making no use, of Poisson*s integral or 

conformal mapping is to be found’ in Courant-Hilbert, 

"Methoden der Mathematisehen; Physik", vol II, Chapter VII. 

The following simple combination of Birichlet and 

Neumann problems-'will be useful: 

Theorem 5.2.2 G as in-proceeding theorem. There exists 

a unique harmonic function with, prescribed boundary 

values on C ^CK and vanishing normal derivative 

on C ( . 

Proof: By a linear transformation we may let C, be 

a line, G lying on one side. Solve the Diriehlet problem 

in the symmetric domain obtained by adjoining to G its 

reflection in C,  reflecting the 'boundary values also. 

By symmetry the normal derivative vanishes on C, . 

5.5 The Poisson Kernel As is easily verified, the- simple 

Poisson integral and more generally Theorem 5.2.1 hold 

where the boundary values have only a finite number of 

discontinuities of the first kind. 

Let G in the 2-plape be bounded by the circles 

C, CK , Let the values of ^(t) describe the 

total boundary of G once in the positive sense as t 

varies from 0 toil. Let Cp(2,/t ) be the function harmonic 

in G, value 1 on part of boundary covered by ^(t) 
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for , vanishing on remainder of boundary. Then 

from, the definition of the integral we have the following 

representation for the solution of the Dirichlet problem 

u(Z) — t u('^) )dct)(Z> X ) 
O 

dice is called Poisson’s Kernel} the function is merely 

the hariaohic measure of Nevanlinna. 

5.4 The Dirichlet Integral. This functional is defined 

for any function u, in a domain G, with piecewise 

continuous first partials: 

+ u ^ )dxdy 

Q- 

or in polar co-ordinates 

D [ul — (u; +• -p/u^T )rdrd£ 

G- 
It is readily verified that D l»l is invariant under a 

conformal map of G. Of course D may have an infinite 

value. We define the more general functional 

& 

and the following facts are evident} 

D LX U t/< v 1 — A D [uU +• 2 4~/U.X® £yj 

Schwars inequality* 

D1'[u,v] ^ 33 [u] D [v] 

Triangle inequality: 

y D o+’0' ^ /.D oT + y D [vj1 

D 0,v] - Jf(v* + u V 

D Cu] = j( (u* 

(5.3.1) 

(5.4.1) 

(5,4.2) 

(5.4.5) 

(5.4.4) 

(5.4.5) 

(5.4.6) 
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If u Is the potential function defined in the unit 

circle, with boundary values g( 9) then by 5*1.5 and 

5.4.2 we obtain 

= T 2 ***** j> 

D ^ ful - D Cul = IT ^jTi (a^ +- ) 

where a , b are the Fourier coefficients of g(9) 

and Dy. is the Dirichlet integral over the circle of • 

radius r < 1. D DO ia finite if and only if the right 
hand member of 5.4.8 converges. More generally we have 

Theorem 5.4.1 Let G he bounded by the K circles C(, 

C K . Let the continuous boundary values on be specified 

by g ^(9). Then if each of the series 

converges. - where , bv are the Fourier coefficients 

of gv{9)> we may find a function u with the given 

boundary values for which D [uJ is finite. 

Proof: Let u be the harmonic function assuming the 

given boundary values and let be the harmonic function 

assuming values g ^ on Qv and vanishing on remaining 

boundary circles. The method, of proof is to show that 

D [u] is finite. Ho?/ u = u( + utf ...-f-u^ and 

D £uD C k(D CuJ +■ ... +D[Uk3 ) 

It will suffice to show D [nv ] is finite. Consider u, . 

We .may assume that G is exterior to all Cp . 

Let v( be the function harmonic in the entire exterior 

of C, a.. Burning values g( on C( . By Theorem 5.1.5 

(5.4.7) 

(5.4.8) 

(b. 4.9 ) 
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the function u -v , vanishing on C( may be extended 

inside C ( , Also it may be extended into Gz , 

since u, vanishes on and v( is harmonic in Cy . 

. Thus u, -v( is analytic in a closed domain containing 

G and hence D [u, -v, 1 . is finite. 

D [u,] - D [(u, -v, )+ v,J ^ 2 D [«, -vj -I- 2D [v,] 

= 2 D [u,-vj + ~^2J n«^+- b‘y,V ) 

which is finite. 

From the theory of Fourier series it is known that 

if g{6) possesses a piece wise continuous first derivative, 

then 

2 n' <a>T +*v) 

converges, and a fortiori. 5.4.9 will converge. The 

"Dirichlet Principle’1 for circular domains is contained 

in 

Theorem 5.4.2 Let G be the domain bounded by C,,.. .,0^ . 

Let the continuous boundary values on be given by 

g ( £>). Suppose the Dirichlet functional is capable 

of finite values with these boundary.conditions. Let 

u be the potential function with the given boundary 

values. Then u minimizes D w among all functions 

with the given boundary values and continuous first 

partial®. 

Proof: This looks pretty reasonable since a necessary 

condition for minimization among functions with 

piecewise continuous second partiala is the Euler 

equation, which for D is merely A <6 = 0. 
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Consider any admissible function , which may 

be written 

<j> = u +-^ (5.4.10) 

where vanishes on all C. By 5.4.4 

= B [ul +- 2D [u^ +- DD[J (5.4.11) 

If we can show DCu,‘vl3 = 0 then we will have 

D [f 1 > D £u3 

with equality only for j>= M. 

We consider only functions ^ for which D [d|J 

is finite since 

D L^J ^ D fu] + D C>j ] ' —2 \/D [U] DtyT 

and D cannot be finite unless D lX2 13. 

Let G*be subset of G bounded by circles 

concentric with . Then 

D1 Cu^l JJ +■ u^^ )dxdy 

■= JW-u^ dy + Uy dx) — J J | Z) u dxdy 

__ ? ds ds & (5.4.12) 

C1 

where n is the interior normal to G*. 

The following lemma will do the tricks 

Lemmas Consider one of the circles forming the boundary 

of G and assume G exterior to this circle. Let R be 

the radius and £(1 +•£) be the radius of the corresponding 

boundary circle of G*. Let this annulus be called A. 

jj ^dxdy ^ B^ [y] 1
 £x> R1' 

Ft 

Then 
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Deferring the proof of this for the moment, we 

complete fee theorem fcy showing that if C * %S the 

boundary circle of G*, concentric with , of radius 

R„ (l + £), then 

P 
lim D «lim \ >i • jrr • ds — 0 
£-> o ve- £*>o Ur i ^ 

ci 

In the first plane, lim Dy£ exists, for 

2D
£ - d

£ [u+ij] —d£ [U7-B£[^J 

every term of the right hand member being monotonic. 

So 
£ £ 

lim D»Urn 4" f ii 

S'’ 

'du 
7>V 

= lim — 
£-% o £ ^2/ Ji 

W«^) 

V, 
T. ‘ 'br dxdy 

where r=R^(l-t-^), dr = R^ d 5 . By Schwarz*s inequality 

and our lemma. 

lim D jS. *? 
f 

C'riviiSj') 

This last quantify tends to zero since D [u] and D C^J 

exist.' There remains the 

Proof of lemma: we can assume feat the derivatives of ^ 

are continuous in Af for if not, a limiting operation 

with a smaller ring will then take care of it. 

Then ^ 

By Schwarz’s inequality 

fC^G) ^ .(*- R) 

Id 



c?X * 

or „ r
£Tr rR^sUr 

J J °JV(r» ^ )drd<£ ^ jd£ J dr U^t^dt. (r-E) 
l=? R ' R 

A Sir A1?0+£) , —  
= J<*£ I (r-E)dr 
p JR ‘ ^ 

Sir fR(lr£ ) JK* " I w y _ 

J ^dt* X rV£^ -(t-B.) J 

< RV^ 'i?°+£) 
v?C\+£) 

j '.V'ct,* ) dtd £ 

HOY? 

JJ'Tj'^dxdy =■ JJ ->jvrdrd 9 ^ R(l+-<f) >|w dr cl (9 

H a a 

** Nr RCH-£)j]r^ih,»)dtj0 

(l4"£) H vv^/^v‘dK^^ 
o 

K°IJ R V" D 

if £■< 1. By using an inversion the same lemma holds 

for a ring of radii Ry, (l- c) Rv . q.e.d. 

Theorem 5v4:c5 G as before with boundary values specified 

on Oj,..,, CK_, by'gv{&) V- 1,.. .^k-l and no 

restrictions on . Then the Dirichlei integral is 

minimized by the harmonic function with the given 

boundary values and vanishing normal derivative on 

C The ininiaisation is among all functions with 

cintinuous derivatives. 

Proof By Theorem 5.4.2 and the doubling stunt of 

Theorem 5.2.2, 



These theorems remain true if we enlarge the 

* class of admissible functions to include piecewise 

continuously differentiable functions. 

r 
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Chapter 6 

The Problem to be Solved and some Preliminary Lemmas 

f1 
6.1 The Problem Let ly , V = I,...* k be given closed 

oriented Jordan curves in n-soace co-ordinates ft. . 

Let G be a domain in the w =u +-iv plane bounded by 

oriented circles C^,, V-1,..., k. The problem to be 

solved is (cf, 4.3) : 

Find a suitable circular domain G and a vector 

/• ~X(u,y), harmonic in G, maosing G-y topologically 

into [y with specified orientation. The vector X. 

components Xi . is to be of the form 

r i=l 

where TtCv^is analytic in G. 

The method of solution is based,on the following 

considerations: Let X, defined in G, represent any 

surf ace S with boundary P - ^ +• - *■• f/^- . The area 

of this surface is given by 

A = JJ \Jm-Fz' dudv 
& 

where 

E = ^ F == Xu-Xy G * 

If D DO is tiie Dirichlet integral, namely the sum of 

the Dirichlet integrals of the components, 

D.W — jj C-^a + dudv 

& 
then 

A 4 dudv 4" 

Q 

(6.1.1) 

(6.1.2) 

(8.1.3) 

(6.1.4) 
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with equality all the way thru if and only - if £'-G - F - 0. 

i.e. X provides a conformal map of G onto S. It is a 

natural suspicion that if we' can find a vector X 

mapping some G into a surface S bounded by P for which 

p [x] has an absolute minimum d, then this vector will 

define a minimal surface. Elis is the idea- of the proof. 

The procedure falls into two parts: 

I To show the existence of X and G for which 

D [Xj is an absolute minimum d. 

II To show that X is of the form 6.1.1. 

By "absolute minimum'-' is meant the minimum for 

all X mapping any G-doaain onto an 3 bounded by P . 

That it is.essential to vary G as well'as X is seen 

by considering the case where P consists of two coplanar 

circles. The minimal surface sought is obviously the 

plane annulus but it is known that two annuli are 

conformally equivalent if and only if they possess 

equal moduli (which in this case amounts to their 

equivalence under some linear transfor&atibn). We 

need not consider more than circular domains however, 

for it is known that any schlicht domain bounded by 

K-Jord&n curves may be mapped (l-l) conformally onto 

a dosaain bounded by K circles. We will not require 

this theorem which, together with the Osgood-Caratheodory 

theorem concerning the correspondence on the boundary, 

will appear as a corollary to the solution of Plateau*s 

Problem, thus disposing of severed succulent birds at 

once 



6.2 Lsmaa The following remarks hold for veeto 

KE. . 
* 

functions as well.as scalar. , 

Let G be a circular domain bounded by C=C,+• . 

For prescribed boundary values on C let d(G) be the 

jainipUia value of the Diriehlet integral 

D i<f>] = ' JJ (ft? + <*udv (6.2.l) 

& 

for all (j> continuous in G+-C with piecewise continuous 

first partials in G. By Theorem 5.4.2 we •know that this 

minimum is attained only by the potential function p 

with the saiae boundary values: 

D Tp3 = d(G) (6,2.2) 

Here of course we are assuming that the given boundary 

values admit a finite Diriehlet functional. 

If we add another boundary circle 0* to G, keeping 

the same boundary values on C but with none specified 

on C~^ > then the minimum a 0 of D is attained by 

that potential function p with the given boundary 

values and vanishing normal derivative on C# '(of. Theorem 5.4.3) 

D LpJ = dD (G) (6.2.3) 

Lemma 6.2.1 Let d = d(G) [.or G=de (G)[J as above. Let 

d£ be the corresponding lower bound of D zp under the 

additional restriction that f> is to vanish on a given 

point set A contained in a circle Cg of radius r =■ £ 

about a point ? of G. Then d£ ^ d +■ <r (*) where 

<T(£) depends only on € and <rU)-*o with £ , uniformly 

for all boundary values with lfl£ 



If ? is the point at infinity A is to be exterior 

to the circle of radius l/f with center at the origin. 

Proof: Obviously d. Let p be the potential 

function of 6.2.2 (or 6.2,3). Define 

(u,v) = p(u,v) . T(u,v) 

where if r is tile distance fora P 

0 

r (r)sJ 1 

-log£ ? 

Bow 

D CO = ~ 

and 

AT 

r ^ £ 

■r 

/T 

£ -3 0 

D C<f>£T ^ D [p] -I- D' [at] 

where D * is taken over r ^ y/g* . 

D 
1
 Lp"0 -= jj X’'(plt

v+ .p^Jdudv-*- Jj" pT( KS+ z/~ 
t'&'CT i^v^1 

+ 2 JJ P'C (pu"i|i+- Ctudv. 

But |T I £ 1, so fcy the Schwarz inequality 

' B'Cp-cJ 4 D 'fp] + MVCE J + 2M /D ^ fi'CtO1 

If h is a lower bound for the distance of C£ from the 

boundary of G we have by Theorem, .5*1.7: 

D'£j.t] i $w - -t 1lf[e/^±]K etc) 

<r(.C) —^ Sc xs‘ £—■> 0 as was stated. q.e.d. 

Lemma- 6.2,2 Kith the notation of the preceding- lemma, 

consider the domain G-iC =• G , wher &£ is the circle 

r££ bounded by C £ , Let d„ (G^) be the infimum of 

ZtCfl with nothing prescribed for / on C£ . 

) dudv 
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Then there exists & quantity <r(<£)» depending 

only on £ , with 0~( £) -5> Q as € -e 0 such that 

% (G£) > d(G) -<r( £). 

Again this result is uniform for all boundary value 

with Ijl^ M. 

Proof; We want to show 

with lim ir( t ) = 0 

where o, o are the potential functions mentioned at 

the beginning of 6.2. 

Set p\v = po , B&[pn = d. On v = 0. 

where is the normal derivative and a the arc length 

on C£ . By Theorem 5.1.7 on 0£ 

£1 < '''A 
Also | vl < Si, and in IC 

So 

[j>3 = d-D [p] > d-2u-£1'MVh^ u ’ Ki 

And hence 

CPd7 > d- <r( £) 

the requirements. 

Lemma 6.2.3 Let p(/l ) be a non-negative piecewise- 

continuous function for 0 ^ a 4 A A b with 

Then there exists in every subinterval ^ 

a value /\, for which p( \ ) ± L/?o with' £ = M/log t, 
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so that £. can be '.chosen arbitrarily "small, depending 

on M but not p(/V'), if t becomes sufficiently large* 

Proof: If in v ^ A ^ £«< > ^/A } then 

p( A)d/\ >• £ logt—ii. q.e.d. 

■ V 

In applying this lemma we may take <K=S , t=—— , 
\ZF 

making £" small enough to obtain a prescribed £ , 

provided a is small enough. 

Lemma 6. £.4 Suppose ^ (u,v) is continuous in G + C, 

has piecewise continuous first derivatives in G, 

D £ M, and maps each Cy continuously on a prescribed 

Jordan curve Ip in X-space. 

Let 0 be a point in the w-plane (whether in G or 

not is immaterial),' C ^ - the part of the circumference 

of the circle of radius r center 0 contained in G. 

Then there exists for every sufficiently small % a 

value r0 with S ^ 'Q, ^ such that on 

every connected arc of Cv 
o 

the oscillation of X does 

not exceed the quantity 

CCS) 
yah1 

I l°fr ^ I 
In particular, for 0 on C and % so small that C 

is a single connected arc, there exist two points 

A., A. on 0 at the same distance r from 0 with 
\ * Jt O 

Koy-xu,)! taiv. 
8ote that £ depends onjy on !i and S tnerefone 

the result applies uniformly toaall X with D CxJ ^ IS 

and all domains G 
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Proof; Because ^ is continuous in the closed domain 

it is sufficient to prove tile lemma for any subdomain 

G* bounded by circles concentric'with Cp i.e. it is 

sufficient to prove the lemma under the assumption that 

D [Xl may be written as a proper double integr; 

r, 9 be polar co-ordinates about 0,. and 

Let 

Consider 

( = 0 if C is void). Obviously for any a,b: 

p(r)dr ^ D [Xl £ 1. 

'u. 

Taking a =S , b-/^ t with ?, Q any two points on 

CyMf, we have by Schaara’s inequality 

;<( v Xjtls | ^ Z...J ds = fi Tr p(r) . 

3y leauna 8.2.3 

|JW- x LQ)\^ 

for a suitable r = v0 , with £ = 

£ 

l IPCJ S’ | 
q.e.d. 

Suppose that X^-*3 & sequence of vectors satisfying 

the conditions of the preceding lemma which map Op 

11 
on l-p aonotonlcally. le say the sequence is equicontinuous 

on Gy if for any two points F, Q on Gp with distance 

£ we have 

| Xy,(p)- | £ Li) £ (5) o 3S -T> o 

£LS) independent of n. If the sequence is not equicontinuous 

on C there exist two sequences of points, and Qy, 

both tending to a point R and a positive constant oC 
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such that )- ^,(Qn)| > ^ t for infinitely aaiy n. 

Choosing a suitable subsequence, still called Xn> 

this is irae for .all n. 

Lemma 6.S'.5 Let trie sequence be as above with R on 

Cv a point of non-equicontinuriy and 

Let b be a fixed' ard on Cy , endpoints A, B, containing 

R, and let b* be the conplementaiy arc on Gy., Then at 

least for a subsequence the image of b defined 

try will cover all Py except for an arc '(Zf those 

diameter tends to zero as n increases. 

Proof: By lemma 8.2.4 there are for every n and for £ 

arbitrarily small two points P and Q on G^(depending on 

n) both at distance rp from R with S £ 4, /J' 

such that 

For a Jordan curve P ther e exists a function ?j /£)-» 0 

as £ -> 0 such that any two points on P distant<€ are 

the. end points of an are of P of diameter< ^ £ ). 

4Tt*\ 
r) 

The Images P*, Q* of 

one of which has 

P, ft divide ^ into two arcs 

•a diameter <)](£) and therefore 

less than any prescribed quantity when £ is small enough. 

Fix % and then choose n so arge that' the distance of 

and Qn from E is < f. Since ^3, the image of tile arc 

PRQ, must for fixed $ and sufficiently large n be contained 

in the image |3 of b and since the diameter of (3 exceeds 

ct , the diameter of the image and a fortiori the 



diameter of ft , the image of b‘, is < y and tends 

to aero vdth £ . q.e.d 

Corollary 6.g,5 The same lemma vdth identical, proof 

holds if maps Cy onto /v where /v converge,3 to 

Vy in the "strong sense'5 as -xir*oo -—i.e. if A**., Bn 

tend to kf B on Pj/ then the arc P B "of P* tends to the 
»**i p7 ^ 

corresponding arc AB of I v * The curves/„ may have 

double points, but not the curves 1^/. 

Also the vectors may be defined in circular 

domains C?n which tend to 0 rather than in a fixed 

circular domain. 
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Tlis Case of One Contour 

42. 

This case is ouch simpler than that of several 

contours since it is unnecessary to vary G which, we 

may take to be the unit circle. 

7.1 Consider all X (u,v) defined and continuous in 

G -hC, with piecewise continuous first partials in G, 

mapping C continuously and monotonically on V . We 

suppose P is such that the functional D is capable 

of finite values. By the remark just before Theorem 5.4.2 

this will certainly be the case if P possesses a 

piecewise continuously turning tangent. 

Let 

d=-inf D 
X 

being taken over all as above. Proa 6.1.4, d>0. 

is outlined in 6.1 we shall construct a function 

for \fhich DD*J = d. Since D is invariant under conformal 

maps we consider only functions ^ which carry three 

fixed points of C into three fixed points of P . 

Then there is a sequence of subh functions for which 

D W<1, li& = a. 
n-ico 

By the Birichlet principle we take this to be a 

sequence of harmonic functions. By the three point 

condition and Lemma 6.2.5 this sequence is equicontinuous 

on C. Hence we can extract a subsequence—again labelled 

^ -which converges: uniformly on G. Then by Theorem 5.1.3 

converges unif ormly in 8-f-G to a function X harmonic 

in G; the derivatives converge uniformly in any circle 

(7.1.1) 

(7.1.2) 
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W) ^ 'r < 1 . DO 

L* J ~ lin B U£A 3 Z Hai: Dl^nl ■= d 
“ 7i-*tP r n-4<u> 

Getting r-j»l, D ZTXj ^ d. But % is an admissible 

function and so ’ey 7.1.1 

D />J = d. 

7.2 We now’ snow that X defines a minimal surface. 

Consider the function 

£(+, '&) =- X C'r, (j>) 

(j?~ &+- £ A ('O (9) 
(7.2.1) 

is admissible provided it gives a monotone mapping 

1-7 
of 0 on I which will be the case if > 0, i.e. 

1 4- £ )^g> > 0. Thus for small £ ^ is admissible provided 

X has bounded partials. We shall assume X has 

continuous first and second derivatives in Q -t-C. 

Ca7 = ]o | (2/V-a rcw<9 

= j j |(xr+ sX,^) -l- -{3.(1+- 

\ r ^ 

= ] ] (^-^^rcirdf 0 0 

. 2.TT r 

i Xr,)j rdrd j> +• £VR 

where R is an expression which is readily seen to be 

bounded. The first terra here is merely d. Since 

d letting £ -3> 0 we obtain 

I 
list 

e-^o 
J 1- \9 ^ rdrd j> ~ 0 
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Using'Schwarz*s inequality for the annulus p>£ r ^ 1. 

and noting that as £ -?■ 0: 

^ j +• ^<9 %■& —^y ) ^ rdrd^- 0 

uniformly for all functions X with 1X) ; IA >-1; jAp 

lirn 
f3'5' 

. tor 

■<J9 

equally bounded. 

Now 

j <10 j^aX^Xv. holm = If l X Xrtt9dP 

Or^f) 

— af '\f\(Xr£e + 2e>+X0*-hXrX}‘0*')j' 

JCdT ^ (-a 

= -i fjX ( *-xr*,e)d>-JP 

(7.2.2) 

But XJ_£§M +x^p =- 'cXp&K-D 

BO 
f
jr 

lim 1 X (r, 9) r fr-Y^a d£ = 0 
r-3> I Jo ^ V"-> I 

We wish to show that 

*r/i- 
0^ (w) = "" u %■>/) ~ (&-G)-2iF — / j -r^ — Q 
' ^=; 

•jtake log w as a new variable: 

WVM = 2:6 
/< 

32k. _ L 3k ©£> 

(7.2.S) 

■2r ^^ =■ ^ = p(u,v)=.p(r,-£) 

■v 



(7.2.4) 
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is a potential function in G and 7.2.5 becomes 

i'ur 

liai \ X(r, &■) p(r,0-) dP = 0. 
V-T* I ""p 

We think of the Poisson kernel and for r c r < 1 o 

take 

X(r, 9 ) =• 
v- — 

/\T,rj aT ' ^ 2Yr9v*Le-1>) 

Then 7.2.4 says - 
3r 

lim p(i\,, f ) « p(r„ , j )= lim \ A (r, B )p(r, 9)&P = 0. 
V-5>l 1 ' Jo 

Thus ^ [wv^ («r)j* 0 and so ^(v.)= ^ , 

c a constantj but j>{v) is regular at w = 0 and hence 

c^(«) = 0 —q.e.d. 

This,solves the problem for one contour. Since 

the map of G on S is' conformal, we see from 6,1.4 that 

d=2ADcJ and we have a surface of minimum area at 

least among those surfaces spanning P which are conformally 

equivalent to a disc. -That all -admissible surfaces 

satisfy this condition may be deduced from the following 

theorem of Koebes Let II denote any simply-connected 

polyhedral surface bounded by a polygon Pj then there 

exists a one-one continuous map of II , including its 

boundary, on the unit circle, including its circumference, 

which is conformal at every interior point of T not a 

vertex. The proofs of Douglas pj and Bado [l] that 

their minimal surfaces furnish a minimum ar’l'g-is based 

on this. Also, the existence of a minimal 'surface may¬ 

be based on this theorem cf. Douglas (*43 • 

Also from the relation d = 2A 0*0 we see that our 

condition for a solution, namely that P be such that 
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D L*1 may be finite amounts *h> assuming that P spans at 

least one surface of finite -ares:. Douglas obtains more 

extensive results here cf. Chapter 9. 

7.5 So far all we .know about the map of 0 on P is that 

it is continuous and monotonia. Actually it is strictiy- 

monotonie and hence a hoaeomorphism, for suppose to 

the contrary that an arc b of C were mapped into a 

single point of P * Then by Theorem 5.1.5 X is harmonic 

on b. If s is the arc length on b, then by B-Q=0, 

Xy- — Xs = 0 and since Xj = 0 we have Xy. •= 0 on b, 

Therefore X is a constant which is absurd. 

7.4 The dimensionality of the X -space may obviously 

be anything >1. In particular if we take n* 2 P 

encloses a finite area and so we have 

Theorem 7.4.1 (Biemann-0sgood-Caratheodory) Acjr. 

simply-connected open set bounded by a Jordan curve may 

be mapped (1-1) conformally on the unit circle, Hie 

correspondence remaining (1-1) and continuous on the 

boundary. 

7.5 Continuity of Dependence The following approximation 

theorem, first proved by Douglas and Rado, follows easily. 

Ti € 
Theorem 7.5.1 If the Jordan contours 1 converge with 

£ -» 0 to a Jordan contour P in the strong sense, and 

if PC spans a minimal surface Sg whose area is bounded 

by M, independent of <f , then there exists a limiting 

minimal surface 8 bounded by F withwan area not exceeding 
the inferior limit of d g. In other words, d depends 

upon the boundary in a lower semi-continuous fashion. 
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Proof: Let ^ be the minimizing vector mapping the unit 

circle G on that satisfies a three point condition to 

the effect- that , the three corresponding .sequences, of 

points on the F £ ^ s tend to three distinct points 

on *p&. The ecu!continuity of ^C£on C follows from 

corollary 6.2.5., Thus we can find a subsequence of 

of the #C£ converging uniformly to a harmonic vector X 

sapping G onto S bounded by P . The relations E-G= F® 0 

are preserved in this limit. Finally if Dv represents' 

the Diriehlet integral over the circle of radius r<l, ■ 

& = lim D. C*J =11® D M =11111 d. 
v £->t> *“ £-* o t- 

Let r -91, 

d^lim d_. q.e.d.  £ . .. 

Ke .can'prove a stronger result in case of convergence 

of P ^ to P of a more restricted type, namely: 

Theorem 7.5.2 Let 

-X-)/ 
=
 XL i~* r •»f ) (i =1,.. .,n) 

be a transformation of ^f-spacs into space with 

transforming F into P and the minimizing vector X 

belonging to P into another vector X continuous in 

G i-O with piecewise continuous first derivatives in 

nl 
G and mapping G on a surface bounded by l . Let the 

lower limits belonging to P and, F respectively be 

d and d1. Then we have, d’4 d(l-(-^ ), with S=(l+-».£)-! 

tending to zero with £. 
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Proof: By Schi?&ra*s ineauali 

< ?)^rvDCx). 

So 

f/cC^O' — / D[X] 1J JjO 

and since Dj^Js d, Dt^'J ^ d* we have (l+n£) d. 

\ 



Solution for K-contoura 

The situation here.is a good deal more complicated. 

Given k oriented Jordan curves Tv in ^ -space we take 

G to be a domain bounded by K oriented circles. As 

was remarked previously, it will be necessary to vary 

the domain G. Conditions for* solvability become more 

complicated since the surface and G may tend to 

degenerate—e.g. if k * 2 and our boundary consists 

of two plane circles in 5-space far apart then, thinking 

in terms of area rather than lainiaal surfaces, we 

should expect to get two discs rather than one connected 

surface. In general if % is the smallest possible 

area for a single surface spann..ng all and if §' ,S" 

are the smallest possible areas spanning some 1^*3 

and the other * s respectively, then to have a- solution 

we might reasonably sup-ose and if $"= S’. 

we might expect a degenerate surface. 

We must first see what these ideas mean in t’eraias 

of the Dirichlet functional. 

8.1 Let X(u,v) ibe a vector defined in G with piecewise 

continuous first derivatives .sapping Gv continuously 

and uionotonically on fy in the prescribed sense. 

Let d(G) be the infiaua of D for ffLl admissible 

vectors in G fixed. Let d be the infimma of d(G) 

over all G——we will call d the absolute minimus. 

As always we suppose P such that the Dirichlet integral 
may be finite. 
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Minimum Problem To find -a G and an X for «hich 

D C*1 =. d. 

Since we are allowed linear transformations of 

the w-plane we saay normalize G in various ways e.g. 

roauire G. to be the unit circle with a three-point 
* | ■* 

condition on it, or require,C , 0^_ to be concentric 

with a one-point condition on C . We can include or 

avoid the point at infinity. 

Assume C to be the unit circle with G inside. 

Let 0* be a subset of the boundary circles, including 

Gi , and 0*• its complement. • Let G* be the circular 

detain bounded by C* and G*- the circular domain bounded 

by G^ find containing the point at infinity. Be have 

P = P 'jr p " , 0 = C* 4- c" , G = G«G" . ■ If we replace 

in our problem P by P or P etc., then the absolute 

minimum is lowered. 

8.2 Lemmas are again in order. 

rl n ^ II 
   and l as above and d*, d the corres¬ 

ponding absolute minima, then d^d* f dfl . 

Proofs Let X* be an admissible vector sap ing G* 

on a surface bounded by P and such that D , <d’+- <T . 

Let K be the circular disc of radius € about 

some point 0 of G*. Consider the variational problem 

obtained for the domain G* » G'-K- with boundary' “ 

condition K = 0 on C* the circumference of K£ . 

By lemma 6.2.1 

d* (G*e ) <DDx'J +<r(£ )< cK+S f <r[£) 

with <r (£ )—>o as 8-^0. Thus there is an admissible 
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vector ^ ' In G’£ with 

1) i C^/1 ^ d* +5" +- <r(£) 
% ' 

Similarly cutting out a circle of radius l/e. 

from G^ we have an admissible vector g"ln Q* vanishing 

on the new boundary and 

^ d"+ S' t- <r (e), 
^ x- // 

:Ey a similitude with factor £ contract Gg into 

a domain Lnc3.uded in C#, still calling it G^ and «?*.' 

Then G ®Gt + Qs, is an admissible domain and 

Dr is ] < a* 4- d" +■ 2$ + 2<r{ £ ) 
Vr 

where g = ■£ ' or iF//. A = is admissible 

and so 

a ^d(G) ^d(G, £ )£ D&( 2) ^ d* +• d'+ 2 S' + 2<r( £ ) 

but since f , £ are arbitrary, this completes the proof 

of the lemma. 

Consider a finite circular domain G= G£ with the 

boundary circles divided into two complementary sets 

O’, , C
11
 being contained in a circle of radius £ 

about at point 0, C* being at a distance from 0 bounded 

away from zero by h. If £ -3> 0 we say G* tends to 

separation. 

Lemma 8.2.2 If G£ tends to separation then 

d(G£) ^ d*+- d
;/ -<r{£ ) 

where <T(£■)-> 0 with f uniformly for fixed h and fixed 

M with fXl 4 M on I"1 . For k= 2 we have more: 

lim d(Gr) = d’-t-dA 
i-h-0 ‘ 

Proof: Let G’ be the finite domain bounded by C*. 
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Removing the interior X^ of the circle = 0# with 

radius r ='ij = /£1 around 0 from G! we obtain the domain 

G«- ■&. = u' Consider the lower limit d (G* ) of 

D . l_JcJ where ^ in Gr maos C on T , free on C*. 

By lemma 6.2.2 

d0(G».)>d(G*)- ^(7 ) > 5 

where <r' (ij )-> 0 uniformly with ^ for fixed 

d <G'' ) > d(G/7)- yj ) ^ d" -<r\yy ) 

where the domain G^ is bounded by C ff' andC*. 

Permitting X to be discontinuous at boundary G#: 

d(G£) ^ d^GJj )+ d(G' ) > d« + d/; - <r'(>j )- ) 

whxch furnishes the conclusion. In tie case K-* 2 

this result combined with lemma 8.2,1 gives' d* d* + dw . 

Lemma 8.2.5 If in a sequence of domains G_ with £ 0 

two boundaiy circles C,, with radii above a fixed 

bound come closer than £ , then 

linv d(G ) = oo 
£-30 £ 

proof: Without restricting the generality we may 

suppose that G, is tie unit circle'and 0* approaches, 

not shrinking to zero, a fixed point R on C . Then 

for sufficiently small £ 

between a fixed, small, 6* 

C ( and 0 in two points ? 

vector X in G , 

all circles with radii r 

and \f£* around R intersect 

and Q. For evety admissible 

| ^LP) - where 

d. is the positive distance 

between fj and /"^ .. Lemma 

6.2.4 then produces a 

contradiction, q.e.d. 
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8.5 Solution for K = 2 

Here tie may take G to be a domain bounded by tile 

unit circle C, and a concentric circle 0 ^ of radius 

q<l. With the notation as in 8;2, let O’- C, , G^.C^, 

d’ - d , d'1 =■ d% . Then by lemma 8.2.1 d, -t- d. 

We exclude the possibility of degeneration by assuming 

d^dj-t-d^ (8.5.1) 

Let # be a minimizing sequence of harmonic vectors 

defined in . , The radii do not tend to zero by 

leioiua 8.2.2 .and 6.3.1. By lemma 8.2.3 lim sup qv < 1. 

Then for a subsequence we have G tending to a•• non-degenerate 

annulus of radii q,l. 

The boundary values of Xy on the boundaries of G-^ 

are equicontinuous. For if not, s.g. on C,, then by 

lemma 8.2,5 we could find a subsequence for which 

an arbitrarily small fixed are b on G, about a fixed 

point It of C( would be mapped by ^ on 

where ^ tends to a single point, which we may assume 

to be $ = 0. rut li *
 1/ f -1- £ where y , 2 are 

the potential vectors: 

If on C, =■ G on C| 

y = o on Gv .. 2 ~ 2%. on 

Then . 

Hijl-h D^Ji- ZdCy, 23 

By Green’s formula 

BJWS f Dg; -2 J X ds 

C. 
(8.3.2) 
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On G, 11 
Z>\- is bounded since g — 0 on vi, 

and we can use trie principle of reflection to extend £& 

into the domain bounded by Ct. and the circle of radius 

1,/q. If A is the -maximum distance of any point of P 
from X = 0 then & , Then the derivatives on C, 

are bounded by M A/(l-q). For X on b we have the 

same bound A while on C,-b /X/ ^ £ for -arbitrary £ 

and V sufficiently large. If X is the length of bs 

d3| < jrj- +-.K£^-2ir'<r^> 

<T~ {P ) 0- as U cO . Hence by 8.5.2 

B ^ D[yl f- v[g]-<r{v) ^ <riv) 

which by y~~> oo will contradict the assumption 8.5.1. 

A similar argument yields.equieoniinuity on . 

So we cart extract a subsequence of the Xv which 

converge uniformly to a potential vector X in G with 

D ZxJ = d. 

We now must show that the surface S defined by X 

is minimal. C , and being concentric, the method 

used to do this is essentially the same as for K =1. 

ffe vary the minimizing vector X to ^ with 

2 (r,p ) = X {r9f ) ? 

<j>= £>+-<fA(r, 9) 

and exactly as before 

nr* jTf 

llmi' l A(r6>)r Xrta d9 - A(r 

QS..;ag the Poisson kernel as before, we see that tile 

imaginary part of (w) vanishes on C; , Cv and hence 

j>(vi) ^(£-G)-2±F = 

= 0 

/ 

(8.5.3) 

(S.5.4) 

(8..5.4) 



where e Is-a.constant. The origin is not within .the 

domain of definition of <j> (w) now, and to show that c 

vanishes is more difficult. This is done by,varying 

the domain.' 

Since we know nothing about the behaviour of the 

derivatives of X .on 0, , we consider the smaller 

domain G* bounded by Cj , G*, where Cj is of radius 

rf < 1, G* of radius rt = > q. Then X (f, > 9)- £| { B ), 

*V>P) = are analytic functions of P . 

let S( be the annular ring bounded by C(, C* , 

similarly. 

Tin minimum property of the original ring G holds 

also for concentric subrings. Explicitly, if G* is 

the ring obtained from G* by replacing by C* t 

r =• = , and g (r, /9, <r) is the potential vector 

on G# which has the boundary values $-,(&) on C* 

•and ^0) on C* ,, then 

(j?] = JJ ( -h gy. )dudv =D( <r), 
S 

a function of <n, is a minimusa for <T - ^ ./ To prove 

this, let H* ' be the ring obtained by a dilation of 

Ez •—R*: :£q - T * let B be the domain 

8=rG*+-R + R* .. Define ,ii in B as identical with X 
/ 2. 

in E(, ,^(r}P,<r~) .in .G#, and in and identical with 

X at tile corresponding point of R . Tills 2? is admissible 

so 

d
b^-7 * V*-7 * VC5J

^V^ 

> d =D Jjtf D W + D , Tx_7 
^ **2~ & 
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But DRl*l = PRt L»1 , D/?v 
l*J * 

hence 
\* [^3 >D&, 1*1 

which proves cur contention. 

Now g depends analytically on <r , hence the 

same is true of D(cT-). Thus 

0 — D(<r) = 
D<r 'L 

T +? 

(° (X/ + X*" )&&+ 2 JJ i^^ur + ^/£r)
dl!civ 

£' 

Osing Green*s formula, cis = ^>d£ , and observing that 

0 on O' we obtain o i 

0 = - J (J^v Xv
V)ds-E J X ds 

f ^-<r=, 

wi--di 

= £r(pf&s = - X 
<T — 

oo 

Ho?/ ( 

i- 

j ( X^- ^/)d3 = 0 

h I 

W 

SO 

f 'M = ***■( X^‘t- X/ )~2ir Vr ^ 

^(w) ds=0 w 

Iwl-^ 
Remembering 3,5,4 where c is real this becomes c*0» 

Thus X defines a minimal surface and the case K= 2 

<r~ ~r 

is solved. 

The correspondence of the boundaries is a homeomorphism 

which may be proved exactly as in 7.5. 

8.4 As Before we have d* 2A[xJ. Also we have 

Theorem ?,5.1 for this case also, the proof now being 
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somewhat more complicated. Consider a subsequence 

d£ d«inf d£ . We must prove d^d. 

There are two alternatives: 

1) d > d* +■ dJ! -/1(f) with /)-? 0 fox’ <r-> 0 

Z) There exists a positive fixed «( and a subsequence 

of £ tending to zero such that for this subsequence 

at < di +d/- *• . 
If 1) we have immediately d > d* -t-dX and by the result 

for K = 1 d*^d», d;/ and so by lemma 8.2.1 d > cl. 

If 2) consider the sequence X of minimizing potential 

vectors for P with the domain Gf and D [X£J - d . 

'Lemma 8.2.2 excludes degeneration because of 2). 

Hence by leaaa 6.2.5 we can choose a subsequence of £ 

for which G£ tends to a limiting circular domain G. 

Equicontinuity follows as before and thus we have 

a subsequence X£ tending uniformly to a harmonic 

vector X for which d4 d. Also if 2) is true we have 

a subsequence of the S£ tending to a adnianl surface 

S spanning f* -always with the assumption that d < M. 

The analog of Theorem 7.5.2 is also valid. Proof 

as before. 

8.5 As in 7.4 v/e obtain 

Theorem 8.5.1 Evexy doub3y-connected schlicht domain 

S bounded by two Jordan curves H , may be mapped 

(1-1) conformally on an annulus G, the correspondence 

remaining (1-1) continuous on the boundaries. 
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Proof; The only difficulty here is to show that 

d<d(+ . We know that §d(, -§d are the areas included 

by V, , P, but we do not know that £d is the area of S. 

Suppose tile problem is solved for a domain S, 

then d® d -d^ d,<-dfc. Let 8* be a neighboring domain 

bounded by p/, vjS* originating from S by a deformation 

of the nature of the transformation of Theorem-7.5.3-— 

then from this continuity theorem: d*< dj + d*. . 

By this procedure we m^y pass in a finite number of steps 

from a circular 8 to any polygonal S. For supposing 

that d, < II for all I7, while d ^ >f> > 0 for all at 

each ateo we will have d<d+ d, and hence d=ct-d. 

which validates the succeeding step-the rest is obvious, 

8.6 Solution for K >2 In this case matters are simplified 

by assuming the solution and the lower semicontinuity . 
5Mt»l)gh k. 

of d./\ Also we assume the mapping theorem for domains 

bounded by Jordan curves and connectivity less than K. 

For the construction of a minimising sequence we 

take C, as the unit circle, C_ concentric inside C, 

and the other circles in this annulus. Again we assume 

d < d»+ d" 

(notation as in?8.1}. Let G , ^be a rainimising 

sequence of domains and vectors. 

Then, assuming 6.6.1 the problem has a solution— 
i—'f 

i.e. a minimal surface bounded by / and conformally 

equivalent to a circular domain G. Also the theorems 

(8.6.1) 
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of 8.4 and 8.5 remain valid for X > 2, 

8.7 Construction of limit X . We have 

a) A suitable subsequence of the converges to 

a circular, domain G. 

b) On each boundary circle the X» are equieontinnpus. 

c) There is a convergent subsequence of the 

converging uniformly in G to a potential vector solving 

the problem. 

To prove a) we have to exclude 

First G tends to separation excluded by lemma 8.2.2 

and 8.6.1. 

Second Two boundary circles, none of then shrinking 

to a point, co$e arbitrarily close out by lemma 8.6.5. 

Third Certain boundary circles of Gn shrink to a point 

on one boundary circle, e.g. C( whose radius- is bounded 

away from aero and hence—for a ••suitable subsequence— 

converges to a limiting circle. To exclude this is 

more complicated* Assume C3 converges to G, at R. 

Let r, & be polar Co-ordinates 

about S. By lemma 6.2.4* For 

an arbitrarily small fixed £ 

and sufficiently large n there 

exists a circular arc e of 

radius r, S t £ /s'"1 } 

canter R, joining two points 

?, Q on C, including C , on 
” t/ 

which the oscillation of ^ = is less than [_4TM/ 'j log <f J.J V g(f) 
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M being a bound on D Without loss we may assume 

that on c we have ( X* / < £ (J) for all n. 

The arc c together vdth the 'arc b*: PRQ of 0 

forms a closed curve. Also c + b'1 is closed, b" being 

the complementary arc of b*. If R is a point of 

equicontinuity on C, then the oscillation of our* vector 

X' on Tf« e +-b*' remains less than a quantity which tends 

to zero with £ . If R is a point of non-equicontinuity 

the same is true, ‘by lemma 6.2,6, for T"= C4-b” at 

least for -a proper subsequence. The images of b*, b11 

by are called (31, p'1, so = Pt . One of these 

arcs p>. t ^ has a diameter tending to zero with C , 

which is also true for the diameter of the image ^of c. 

c divides G = Gw into two domains G*, G' , with 

connectivities K*<IC, K7,< K. The boundaries of Gf 

are mapped by ^ on a system of continuous curves P 
/ S* 

and the boundaries of Q1
 on V* If tends to 

zero, 
7 / X 

an id F/J 

nff - 
and I plus an ■ isol£ 

tend to a partition of P into P/ 

.ted point # - 0 which however according 

to lemma 6.8.1 will not affect the lower limit of the 

Dirichlet integral. 

Now in the minimum problem defining <i(G)=» d(G ) 

we ease the conditions by allowing X to be discontinuous 

on c but in such a wqy that the bound.cries of Gf and G^ 

remain mapped on and Then the loser limit 

will not be larger than d(G). The net. minimum problem 

refers obviously to two domains G», Q,f
 and the corresponding 

lower limit is the sum of the two lower limits. Thus 

vdth the obvious notation 
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d(G) > d(G* ,r '**) f dCG", r"r) 

and a fortiori 

d(G) > d( r,'f)+-d(n"/) . 

How let n -9 of and £ —?> 0. On the left we get a, while 

on account of the semicontinuity of d for K* and Kw< £ 

the lower .limit of the right hand side cannot be lesa 

than ■&* + &9 . Hence d which contradicts our 

assumption and we have excluded the last possibility 

of degeneration. 

The rest of the statements a), b), c) follows 

as for K = 2. 

8.8 To show that this surface 8, defined by the limit 

JK we just found is more complicated than for K= 2. 

If x‘,9 are polar co-ordinates concentric .with G, and 

\\?9& ) vanishes except in a small ring whose outer 

boundary is. 0 then as . before: 

.Zrf 

lisa X (r, &)r TUQ d9 = 0, 
*»•' i ■ 

or 

■'.r ^ f> (w)) = p(u,v)= p(r,/9 ) 

and . 

lim 
re> i 

If Q is a point in G we may choose A in the strip 

i.rT 

J' /) (r, 9) p(r,0 ) = 0 

adjacent: to G( as the Poisson kernel for the circle 

of radius r and the point Q. Then 

d9- (Q) = "]T(r,&) 

(8.6.2) 

0 
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is a potential function regular for r < p and equal to 

p on r =|!>, Formula 8.6.2 states that TT(«) tends to 

aero uniformly for every closed domain as p tends to 1. 

From this follows simply* 

The potential function p has boundary values zero 

on G i , and hence is. regular on C ,. , 

in a similar ways If e(v is the center of Gy of 

radius ^ then 

^ [(v.-«y) <j> (w)J = 0 on Cp . 

The reason for the complication of K >2 is now 

evident. Variation of the radii of C yields as for K- 2s 

k Ju-eSXf (w)d^9 = 
Cv' 

where is concentric with and close to C^, 

Variations of <V yield the two additional conditions* 

kJU-o(y) <j> (w}di?- 0 

t' 
1 J (w(w)d£-=G 
cr 7 

To establish these we serf ora as for K = 2 a' simple 

simultaneous variation of the minimal vector X and the 

minimal domain G. First replace G by G* which is 

bounded by concentric circles C*, . Let R v denote the 

ring between G and 0^ . The values of X on CJ, are 

analytic• functions -j-y ( &) of the polar angle of the 

corresponding circle. 

Is now replace G* by anotl^. circular domain . 

6* depending upon a parameter € with boundaries 0* 
V 

(8.6.5) 

(8.6.4) 

(8.6..5) 

(8.6.6) 



which originate from C^, by parallel translations, 

carrying the boundary values £ { S) along by these 

.translations. Wiith these fixed boundary, values v/e. 

solve the boundary value problem for G^, defining thus 

in G* a potential vector 'g (u,v, £ ) vrith g (u,v,o) - X(u*v) 

the . original minimizing vector . Affixing the ring R 

to C# by a parallel transformation v«e obtain a domainp;.;,-:. 

G-- G# f X'E* . In G we define a vector £ which is 
£. " v £ 

to be 2s (u.jv, £ ) in G* and in R*, has the values of X 

at the corresponding point of ny . Obviously the vector . 

g' and the domain G^. are admissible, and so: 

Br £27 = B * l£] t-Zl-K* LZJ 
GS & ^ Ry 

= B * 1%1 + 
vr 

> B& 1^7 = D&, D*7 L*-1. 

Thus B ,,*• L%2 ^ dr,L#3 i,e. the. ainisaua property 

of the centers obtains for concentric subdomains. Bow 

we use the analytic character of the boundary values ^ 

on O’, . Suppose that G* originates from O' by shifting 

only one circle O’, parallel to the u-axis a distance f, 

Then (u,v,£) has continuous derivatives of every 

order with respect to u, v, <? in G* arid boundary and 

it follows that 

&v & = 0 
or: 

2 //( 2a/ f 0ZV ^v£ )4udv +- J( 2y )dv = 0 for £ = 0. 

&' C* 

Green* s theorem and 42 = 0 give, if r, B are polar cqTrc]ina-fies 
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concentric v.ith C^, and s - r/9: 

-it ?hds + J ( €^)CO-.S(9 da ^ 0 for £ = 0 

C* 

How on 0* for <? = 0: g^(u,v,o) = ^ and bgr the definitions 

5?_(U,V,G) = Xa. From - X^aos^* X'SinP 

we infer 

-(X# t Xy )cos(9 f £ = (E-Ct)cos P +- 2F sin 0 

ff(R [(*- *C> ^.(w)/" 
Hence our equation becomes 

*1 (w- ) <f> (\x)dS> ~ 0 

In the same way by a translation parallel to the v-axLs: 

"dJyt-c(u) ^>{xt)6,B =0 

These two coiabine to 

1 
Cp 

J (w- c(y) fb(w) d/P = G 
Cv 

On C w- Kv = re
1® , i(w- = dw 

so we have 

J $^(w) dVv ~ 0 

C7' 

Similarly, integrating 8.6.3 and combining with (8.6.4) 

J (w- o(v ) j (v;)dw- 0 

*nd by (8,6.10) 

w ^(w) dw - 0 

The following will finish the job: 

Theorem If in a circular domain G 8.6.3, 8.6.10, and 

8,6.11 hold, then f vanishes identically. 

Proofs We shall show that the assumption j>^ o leads 

to a contradiction by counting the seros of in G. 

(8.6.7) 

(8.6.8) 

(3.6.9) 

(8.6.10) 

(8.6.11) 
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For then in G+-C j^has only a finite number of zeros and 

Consequently (w- e^) CP(W) Vshich is real on C also 

has only a finite number of zeros on -G . We first 

prove that this function has at least four zeros on 

C which separate arcs where the function is positive 

and negative. Assume the circle is the unit circle, 

so for w = , aw ■=• iv#d£ 

w yw= He) 
is a real periodic function of V for which fay 8.6.10 

and 8.6.11 . • 

clir 

JHP)&0= o 
o 

$■($ ) eos( & - 90) dt? = 0 any l90 
JD 

But such a periodic function has at least four zeros. 

Let H >0 be the number of zeros of ^ (s) in the 

interior of G. If C contains the other s 

2TT1N= J* d log (j> +- | d log j{vi) 
c! V* a- Cy 

where C* denotes a oath of integration coincident with 

0 except for small circular arcs, interior to G, 

avoiding the zeros on . But 

2TiN = J ci log [(vf-'O^^Kw)J - Jfd log ( «- ) 
C,/ V C' 

4- ^ J d log £ (v—°^) tf> (v,)J - Jd log L 

or 

iTTii! = J d log £ (w- «<, ) j> (vi)J -4T1 

+ -y / / 
d log f (»)/ +- 4Ti | 

(8.6.12) 

(8.6.13) 

(8.6,14) 
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But each of the small half circles circumventing a zero 

winds around this zero in the negative sense and leads 

from real values of the integrand (w- °<v (\?) to real 

values and therefore contributes to the integral a 

multiple of <—Ti while the rest of C*, contributes 

nothing to the imaginaiy part. Each of the integrals 

thus contributes at least——dw i to the imaginary part, 

and the right hand member of 8.6.14 is, except for the 

factor i, not greater than -STT and so 

0 ^ 2irN ^ -8 TT 

which cannot be. ^ J. 

8.7 Further remarks about lower semi-continuity, 

conformal mapping etc. go thru as for K- 2. 

8.8 is pointed out in detail in Gourant [l] } [ij, the 

solution of Plateau?,s. problem may be considerably 

simplified if various theorems on conformal mapping 

are used 
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Chapter 9 

The Methods of Douglas and Kado 

9.1 The following is an outline of the method of solution 

used by Douglas [l-] for the case of a single contour P . 

The problera to be solved is formulated as at the begin¬ 

ning of chapter 6 with K~ 1: to find» i=l,..,,n, 

holomorphio in G-= the unit circle, such that 

n / T— 

2J ^(v,;)= o 
£ = ) 

and jpfc — 

attach continuously to boundary values 

*x = gt( P ) 

on Cs yx'jf v"= 1, which represent P as a topological 

image of 0. 

Douglas considers the'functional 

M*3=X[ f 

for all representations g of C onto P which are not 

degenerate—-i»e„ do not map one point of C into all 

of I or vice versa. It is assumed that there exist 

g such that A rgH is finite. 
For each g a "harmonic surface9 spanning l""1 is 

defined by )& - harmonic function in G v/ith boundary 

values ^i on 0. 

It is shown that A fg1 is invariant under any 

transformation of G; ■ 

C *• b 
® + d ' J 

ad-bc^O, a,b,c,d real, 
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and hence a.three-point-condition may he introduced 

which eliminates degenerate limit representations g. 

With this three-point-condition' it is readily 

shown that the representations g form a compact closed 

L-set (Freelist)—an 1!extremal set". It was shown by 

Frechet that a lower semi continuous functional on an 

extremal set assumes its minimus. 

It is easily shown that A Cg "^is lower semi 

continuous and hence. assumes- itsiminisum for some g, 

say g*. 

To show that the harmonic surface defined by g* 

is minimal certain variations are exploited. Let 

c( 9 ) =. A cosm 3 s s( $ ) = # f A sin sa (9 

m a fixed positive integer. 

g* (&) is varied to g((9)= g*(c“' ( &)) or g(<9)« g*(s~'( ©)), 

the corresponding values of A [gj being called G (A ), 

S (A) respectively. It is then shown that G m( A )', 

S (A )-are analytic functions of A for sufficiently 
>y\ 

small A and that 

A % s' 
~T rn 

(o) K’~w °«W 
where 

»~ i: v w = 
L- | 

The method of attaining 
M= »• 

tills result is classic 

series manipulation which is rather lengthy, Since 

g* furnishes a -minimum, (<?)=• 0^ (<?). == 0 for all 

= 0 

s and thus 
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Finally to prove that the map of C on P is a 

hoaeoiaorplxieaj it is shown that 

a) If a single point of C corresponds to an arc 

of P , then A [g*J = °° which contradicts the initial 

assumption that A Cg%] < <30. 

b) If an are of C corresponds to a single point 

of V then all C corresponds to a single point of P which 

violates the.three point condition. 

9»£ This is all assuming that A Cg#3 < 00 . If not, 

Douglas shows by a limiting operation with polygons 

(A CgJ may be finite for any rectifiable curve) that 

a minimal surface spans any.Jordan curve - 

9.5 It may be shown that for any harmonic surface 

A Cgl = Jj a 2J | ^;(w) | . dudv 

Qr 

= f j l?(E+ G)vdudv»•! D[xH> S Cg 3 
G- 

where S(gJ is the' area. .Thus the essential difference 

between- the methods of Douglas and Oourant is that in 

the first case the functional is represented in terms of 

the boundary values g whereas in the second the repre¬ 

sentation is in terms, of the values thruout <3. 

Osing Koebe’s polyhedral mapping theorem as mentioned 

in chapter 7 shows that an absolute minimum for the 

surface area is obtained for afg! -C c/>, 

A very simple example of a non-finite-area-spanning 

contour is^given. In another paper Douglas [73 proves 

concerning the minimal surface .a.- thru any contour P : 

n / 
If i denote any continuous closed curve on - 
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and lyint altogether in its interior then P* intercepts 

upon M a region whose inner area is finite and ^ the 

inner area of any other continuous surface bounded by P . 

As with CouranVs method Douglas also obtains 

the Rieiaann-Osgood-Garatheodory theorem. 

Douglas has extended his method to the ease of 

K contours and arbitrary topological structure  

[2]f [5j and references therein. 

9.4 Problem P (ef. Chapter 4) is solved simultaneously 

with the least are a problem by VtadS [lj for any Jordan 

curve in 3-space which is spanned by at least one surface 

of finite area. The method'falls into too essential 

steps, the first of which is 

The normalized £ -problem: Given in the xyz-spaae 

a Jordan curve P* with a inite minimum (Lehesque) 

are*a a(p ), three distenct points A*, B#, 0* on r , 

and three distinct points A, B, G on the unit circle 

uv^A 1, and an £>0. Determine three functions x(u,v), 

y(u,v), z(u,v) with the following properties: 

a) x, y, 3 are harmonic for u 4- v <1. 

D) x, y s satisfy the relations 

Jj (E^- cjy f’dudv A: CJ jjl F/ dudv^ £, 
Uv+vv< | U^y^i 

E, F, G being the coefficients of the first 

fundamental fora, 

c) s,y,z remain continuous on u*V v V=1 which is 

mapped homesaorhpically into a (not prescribed) Jordan 

curve I £ , tile distance (Frechet sense) of which from 

f7* is ^ <f j besides, if we denote by A* , B* , C* 

the images of A, 3, 0 by aeons of x = s(u,v) etc, the 
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distances 

.A* A* , , C*0* are fill thread <f , 

d) K, y, 2 satisfy the inequality 

JJ (EG-F*) ^dudv ^ m( P * ) +- £. 

U+vvC| 

It is shown that this problem has a solution for 

ary position of the points A, B, C, A*, B», C* 

and any £>0. The proof depends on three essentials: 

the fundamental properties of Lebesque aria, the polyhedral 

mapping theorem of Koebe (cf. page45), and the Birichlet 

principle. . 

The second step in the solution is to pick a con¬ 

vergent sequence‘of solutions, of the £. -problem with 

It is shown that the limit function thus 

defined solves the problem find also the area of 

the minimal surface obtained is equal to a(p*). 
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Chapter 3.0 

Additional Remarks and Other Problems 

10.1 As has already been mentioned, Douglas [8], 

[5], and Gourrnt (’ll s [2], have extended their results 

to the ease of general specified topological structure, 

the restrictions now being to the effect that the 

inflmum of the areas of surfaces with the desired 

topoligical structure is less than that for surfaces 

of lower characteristic ( which includes disconnected 

surfaces ). 

10.2 Oourant’s method is applicable to relative 

minima, this problem having been treated by 

Shiffraan [27 as follows? the " diameter of a surface" 
* 

S is defined to be the Inflmum of the diameters of 

all closed curves on S which cannot be shrunk to a 

point. Theoremg bet C, P* be non-Intersecting 
closed Jordan curves in -space and any positive 

number, bet d^be the Inflmum of D D*7 for all surfaces 

bounded by P V* with diameter not less than 

* bet <T^ be the Inflmum of DC*0 for all surfaces 

of diameter exactly o( . 2f ^ then there exists 

a minimal surface bounded by P, with 

B IxJ - d^ . 

10.5 Oourantfs method will also crack the case of 

free boundaries-—of. C our ant [27 , Hitter [l7 . 



10.4 ®li© first close-to-general solution of the 

problem of Plateau was that of Haar ( Rado [gl chap. 

TV ) who solved problem Pg- ( ef« chap. 4) under the 

assumption that R is convex and the angle between 

the plane thru any three points of P and the 

x, -plane is bounded away from a right angle. 

10.5 The relations between the various versions 

s..OKP- (of. chap. 4) are not entirely Imown. 

The following results however are readily obtained 

from the properties of harmonic functions {ef Rado 

[2l chap. 111$ • Let $ be a minimal surface of the 

typ&) of the circular disc bounded by a Jordan 

curve P in 3-space, then 
a) The tangent plane at a regular point of S 

r-1 

intersects I In at least four distinct points. 

b) Every plane passing thru a branch point of 

S {of page 14) of order n intersects P in at least 

2{n*I) distinct points. 

c) if there exists a line L In space such that 

no plane thru L intersects P in more than two 

points then S has no branch points. 

d) If P has a simply covered star-shaped Jordan 

curve i as its parallel or centra, projection on 

some plane then S has no branch points, If the 

projection is convex then S does not intersect itself 

even in the large. If the orthogonal projection of 
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I on the x, -plane Is a simply cohered convex 

curve r then S can he represented in the form 

x3 = x3(s^ 3xJ where x3(x) sxJ is single valued and 

continuous in and on P* said satisfies in the interior 

of T the partial differential equation 2*5*4* 

e)If P has a simply covered convex curve as 

its parallel or central projection upon some plan© 

then V cannot hound more than one minimal surface 
of the type of the circular disc* 

10*6 Examples of minimal surfaces not furnishing 

a minimum are knovm—Bade [2] chap* III* 

10*7 Mo Jordan curve is known for which the problem 

?4 Is-impossibles on the contrary, examples of 

knotted Jordan contours are known for which P^ 

is solvable* 

00 
10*8 An important result due to Beckenbach and 

Had^ {Trans» A.M.S* vol55 (1935) pp648«*661 ) is 

that problems P^ and Pg are equivalent. 
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